Long Activity
Ages 9–12
30 minutes

Basketball Coding
Description
Learn the basics of coding language as you maneuver a character through a paper
basketball court, and then try out your new coding skills on the computer.

Space Considerations
Participants will need access to tables and enough space to spread out the coding
printouts. If the computer coding portion of this activity is included, all participants
will also need access to a computer or tablet (individually or shared in small
groups).

Competencies





Computer literacy
Logic and sequencing
Problem solving
Understanding cause and effect relationships

Materials







Paper for printing basketball court templates
Paper for printing coding commands
Computers or tablets (optional)
Scissors (staff use only)
Characters (figurines similar in size to a LEGO person), or paper printouts of
small characters (one per participant)
Pencils

Preparation




Print several copies of the coding commands—about one copy for every two
participants
Separate all the coding commands by cutting along the grey lines
Print the basketball court templates, one for each participant

Implementation
Basketball Court 1: Beginner
1. Hand out Basketball Court 1: Beginner
 Introduce the concept of “sequence”:
o Code must be written in a specific order called a sequence
o Just like a story wouldn’t make sense if the sentences were
re-arranged in the wrong order, code won’t work if it’s written in
the wrong sequence
 Hand out the following pre-cut coding instructions: Go Forward, Turn
Right, Turn Left, End
 Participants need to create a long list of the instructions that they
think the character needs to follow to reach the basketball hoop
(assuming the character already has the basketball in their hand)
 The character must avoid the defenders on the court and only stay on
the white squares
 Once participants have organized their list from top (first command) to
bottom (final command, or End), place the character on the start
square
 Another participant, staff or a caregiver can check the code by moving
the character and following the instructions in the list
o Flip over each command as it is completed
o Participants can make corrections as needed—young children
often need corrections on left and right turns, as they must
think about the turns from the characters’ perspective
Basketball Court 1: Advanced
2. Hand out Basketball Court 1: Advanced
 For the advanced level, we are still working with the same coding
commands: Go Forward, Turn Right, Turn Left, End. However, now we
assume that our player does not have the basketball in their hands at
the start. They must avoid defenders to go and get the basketball,
turn around (hint: two left or right turns in a row will have the
character facing the opposite, correct direction), and then make their
way to the hoop
 Once participants have organized their list from top (first command) to
bottom (final command), place the character on the start square
 Another participant, staff or a caregiver can check the code by moving
the character and following the instructions in the list

o Flip over each command as it is completed
o Participants can make corrections as needed
Basketball Court 2: Beginner
3. Hand out Basketball Court 2: Beginner
 Introduce the concept of “loops”:
o This is when you want to repeat steps in a sequence
o Rather than piecing together three separate “move forward”
commands, children can learn to use the code “for ___ steps,
move forward,” filling in the blank space with the amount of
steps needed
 Hand out the following pre-cut coding instructions: Go Forward, Turn
Right, Turn Left, For ___ Steps, End, and a pencil
 Participants need to create a long list of the instructions that they
think the character needs to follow to reach the basketball hoop
o It’s a good habit to start indenting the line of code underneath
the loops—this is required by some computer coding languages,
and it also makes the language much more readable
 Once participants have organized their list from top (first command) to
bottom (final command), place the character on the start square
 Another participant, staff or a caregiver can check the code by moving
the character and following the instructions in the list
o Flip over each command as it is completed
o Participants can make corrections as needed
Basketball Court 2: Advanced
4. Hand out Basketball Court 2: Advanced
 For the advanced level, use the same coding commands as the
beginner level: Go Forward, Turn Right, Turn Left, For ___ Steps, End.
However, now we assume that our player does not have the basketball
in their hands at the start. They must avoid defenders to go and get
the basketball, turn around (hint: two left or right turns in a row will
have the character facing the opposite direction), and then make their
way to the hoop
 Once participants have organized their list from top (first command) to
bottom (final command), place the character at the start box
 Another participant, staff or a caregiver can check the code by moving
the character and following the instructions in the list
o Flip over each command as it is completed
o Participants can make corrections as needed

Basketball Court 3
5. Hand out Basketball Court 3 (note: this is an advanced concept so there is no
beginner level)
 Introduce the concept of “if-then-else” statements:
o These will enable kids to think about writing as short a program
as possible
o An if-then-else statement is comparable to answering a true or
false question—if the answer is true, a certain action occurs; if
the answer is false, another action occurs
o To get their character to walk in a straight line, participants







could come up with the following code: “If > there is no
> in
front of me > go forward”
Hand out all of the coding instructions: Go Forward, Turn Right, Turn
Left, For ___ Steps, If, Else, Else If, There is a
, There is Not a
,
In Front of Me, To My Left, To My Right, On All Three Sides
Participants need to create a long list of the instructions that they
think the character needs to follow to reach the basketball hoop
o There are many possible codes that can be written based on
these options
o Allow participants to experiment with the different options and
see if they can write a variety of code to get their character to
the hoop
o Once participants have organized their list from top (first
command) to bottom (final command), place the character on
the start square
Another participant, staff or a caregiver can check the code by moving
the character and following the instructions in the list
o Flip over each command as it is completed
o Participants can make corrections as needed

6. If you have access to computers or tablets for the program, or if you would
simply like to encourage participants to practice their coding after the
program, try out the basketball coding challenges on the Hour of Code
website. If there is interest, there are also more general sports coding
challenges available on the same website.

Accessibility Considerations
-

We’ve included a variety of levels to the basketball courts and coding
printouts. Depending on the age and ability of your participants, you can
select which basketball courts and coding printouts are most suitable

-

Read out and explain all the coding commands for kids before the program

-

On the Hour of Code website, there is an option for participants to see the
instructions in larger font as well as to have the instructions read out to
them—see the top right corner of the screen for these options

-

If available, offer participants an accessible computer space with a mouse
and a larger screen. If using a tablet, instruct participants how they can
adjust the zoom of the screen if possible

-

There are a number of free, accessible websites that participants may also
check out:
-

Code.org

-

Code Monster

-

Scratch

Book Suggestions
Level 13: A Slacker Novel by Gordon Korman
The Boy Who Thought Outside the Box: The Story of Video Game Inventor Ralph
Baer by Marcie Wessels
The Magic of Basketball by Kayla Alexander and Kesia Alexander

Templates and Images

Coding Commands

Basketball Court 1: Beginner

Basketball Court 1: Advanced

Basketball Court 2: Beginner

Basketball Court 2: Advanced

Basketball Court 3

